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Abstract  

The Ornicopter is a single rotor helicopter 
without a reaction torque. The  principle of the 
Ornicopter is based on forced flapping of the 
blades. A flapping rotor blade can generate 
both the required propulsive force to maintain a 
steady rotation of the rotor, as well as the 
required lift to keep the helicopter flying and a 
means to control the aircraft. The principles of 
this forced flapping will be explained in this 
paper. The feasibility of the Ornicopter concept 
with respect to power required, means of yaw 
control and possible forced flapping 
mechanisms will be ascertained. To conclude 
the theoretical principles of the Ornicopter will 
be compared to the results of windtunnel tests. 

1  Notations 
Restricted to those not defined in text or figures: 

Derivative of the lift coefficient for a 
 blade element w.r.t. the angle of attack 

Derivative of the lift coefficient w.r.t. 
 the angle of attack 

Profile drag on a blade element 

αl
c  

αl
C  

pdD  
I  Moment of inertia of the blade w.r.t. the 
 flapping hinge 

Lift on a blade element dL  
R  Rotor radius 
α  Angle of attack 
β  Flapping angle 
θ  Pitch angle 
ψ  Azimuth angle 
ρ  Air density 

Angular speed of the rotor 

2  Introduction 
The tail rotor of helicopters, necessary to 
counteract the reaction torque of the engine and 
to control the helicopter in yaw, has always 
been considered a necessary evil. It is 
expensive, consumes power, has only marginal 
control authority under unfavorable wind 
conditions, and is on top of that noisy, 
vulnerable and dangerous. The ideal solution to 
all these problems would be to design a rotor 
that eliminates the need for a tail rotor. The 
Ornicopter is such a revolutionary design.  
 The mechanism of the Ornicopter is 
derived from bird flight. When birds flap their 
wings they are able to derive both a lifting force 
and a propelling force out of it. Instead of 
propelling a helicopter blade by spinning it 
around and deriving lift from this rotating 
movement, as is done in conventional helicopter 
configurations, the Ornicopter flaps its blades 
like a bird and derives both lift and a propulsive 
force from this movement. In this case the 
blades propel (i.e. rotate) themselves and there 
is no longer a need for a direct torque supplied 
by the engine to rotate the blades. The fact that 
the engine torque is no longer directly 
transferred from the fuselage to the rotor is the 
key feature of the Ornicopter, and it is this 
feature that makes the anti torque device 
redundant. 

3  The forced flapping motion explained 
The following paragraphs will explain how the 
Ornicopter exactly should flap its 'wings' and 
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how this forced flapping motion can be 
achieved lly it will be shown that the 
resulting Ornicopter rotor indeed does not 
produce

3.1 Orie
As state
blades l
propulsi
lift force
The movement of a bird wing however is 
extremely complicated and it is impossible to 
mimick ent exactly with an 
Ornicop
approxim
constant pitch angle to the Ornicopter blade.  
 T nicopter blade 
during 
During one revolution of the bl lade 
will be 
resulting in the shown undulating path. If a 
constan
during 
revoluti
average
propulsi  
forward
that oc
downwa
horizon l
occurs 
Thus by
constant pitch angle and flapping them upwards 
and downwards a propulsive force is created 
that wil  around the rotor hub 
and an
countera

Fig. 1: Li
during

3.2 The forced flapping mechanism 
The flap forcing mechanism in some way has to 

rds 
ill 

nal 

ncy 
s in 
 for 
clic 

forced flapping mechanism 
needs to contain springs with a low stiffness to 
enable a superposition of the forced flapping 

tion and the conventional flapping motion 
ntrol ht. 

 be 
designed in many different ways, two of the 

 using an eccentric 
mechanism (see paragraph 4.4) or by using a 

ith swash plate. To clarify the 
ap forcing mechanism the latter 

be n. It 
be noted that the exact flap forcing 

mechanism as explained in this section has not 
been used in practice, however it serves very 

lain the basic principles. 

 
 a 

ing 
r is 
the 
lso 
he 
ull 
the 

The 

. Additiona

 a reaction torque. 

ntation of the blades 
d before, the Ornicopter should flap its 
ike bird wings in order to obtain both a 
ve force that will rotate the blades and a 
 that will keep the Ornicopter airborne. 

push and pull the Ornicopter blades upwa
and downwards. The flapping of the blades w
have to be synchronized with the rotatio
speed of the rotor in order to keep the forced 
flapping frequency close to the eigenfreque
of the blade (which is favorable for the load
the blade) and to obtain a flat tip path plane
each rotorblade (which is necessary for cy
control). Further the 

this movem
ter blade. But a very useful and simple mo

ation can be obtained by applying a 

he movement of an Or

necessary for cyclic co and forward flig
This flap forcing mechanism can

one revolution is pictured in figure 1. 
ade, the b

possibilities are: by

forced to flap both up and down once, push-pull rod w
principles of a fl

t pitch angle is applied the lift forces possibility will be descri d in this sectio
one revolution will (averaged over one should 
on) result in an upward force and an 
 propulsive force. This average 

b well to expve force is achieved ecause the 
 horizontal component of the lift force 
curs when the blade is flapping 
rds is much larger than the backward 

ifttal component of the  force that 
when the blade is flapping upwards. 
 setting all the Ornicopter blades at a 

l rotate the blades
 upward force is created that will 
ct gravity. 

Fig. 2: Principle of a flap forcing mechanism using
push-pull rod and swash plate. 

The principle of this flap forc
D 

D L L 
L 

L 

Means to provide yaw
control 

Engine 

Non-rotating swash 
plate 

Rotating push rod 
Rotor shaft 

  

Rotor blade 

 
ft and drag forces acting on an Ornicopter blade 
 one revolution when a constant pitch angle is 

applied 

mechanism for a two-bladed helicopter roto
shown in figure 2. It is noted that 
conventional swash plate mechanism is a
present, although for clarity it is not drawn. T
flap forcing mechanism consists of a push-p
rod through the center of the hollow shaft, 
rod co-rotating with the shaft and the rotor. 

D D D 

L 
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once-per-rev push-pull motion is converted to a 
flapping
there is 
forcing 
swash p
frequency, but cyclic pitch is asymmetrically 
applied (the magnitude is equal but the direction 
is differ
forcing 
 T
derived 
hydrauli
pull rod is forced to rotate in an inclined, 
stationary plane. The driving power is derived 
from the

3.3 The
In a co
acting o
torque t
thus ro
transferr
result th
the roto
torque w
torque d
 F
drag th
countera
by the 
There i
fuselage
consequence
torque from the rotor on the fuse
 In the case of the example flap forcing 
mechani n
by the e o 
believe 
rotor an
fuselage
driven b
that the
happens
engine 
transform
swash plate a
transmit

 So, then what happens to the engine 
not 
 [1] 

ll-
act 

the torque that is produced by the engine. This 
corresponds to the statement made earlier that 
the rotational energy is transformed into 

all-
the 
ical 

ves the Ornicopter 
blades upwards and downwards. The reaction 
torque is thus counteracted within the fuselage.  

lap-
the 
the 
 is 
ere 

will thus be no reaction torque acting on the 
 the 
ine 
ide 

ea, 
of 

rive 
the rotor of the Ornicopter should not drastically 
exceed the power needed to drive the rotor of a 

 means 
s e developed, since the 

tail rotor that is conventionally used for this 
purpose is no longer present. Furthermore with 
this new means of yaw control there must be no 

clic 
rol. 
 be 

ill 
 of 
 in 
ity 

certained. Another feasibility aspect is 
the 

t is 

 moment on both the blades. Note that 
an essential difference between the flap 
and the application of cyclic pitch by a 
late: both are periodical with a 1-P 

torque that is driving the rotor shaft if it is 
transmitted to the rotor? It can be calculated
that the forces that are exerted by the ba
bearing on the swash plate exactly counter

ent for the two blades), whereas the flap 
is symmetrical. 
he once-per-rev push-pull motion is 
from a mechanism analogous to 

c pumps: a radial extension of the push-

translational energy by the swash plate: the b
bearing on the swash plate counteracts 
engine torque and produces a vert
fluctuating force that mo

 main engine, via the main rotor shaft.  

 absence of a reaction torque 
nventional helicopter the drag that is 
n the rotor blades is counteracted by the 
at is ex

 In general for any Ornicopter f
forcing mechanism it can be stated that if 
rotor is entirely driven by the flapping of 
blades, this implies that no shaft torque
directly transmitted to the rotor and that th

h erted on the rotor. The rotor is 
tating because of the torque that is 
ed from the fuselage to the rotor. As a 
ere will also be a reaction torque from 
r on the fuselage, and this reaction 
ill have to be counteracted by an anti-

evice. 
or the Ornicopter configuration the 

at is acting on the rotor blades is 
cted by the propulsive force produced 
forced flapping motion of the wing. 

fuselage. Since no torque is transferred from
fuselage to the rotor, this means that the eng
torque must in some way be counteracted ins
the fuselage. 

4. Feasibility 
The Ornicopter might be a nice theoretical id
but its feasibility depends on a couple 
practical aspects. The power required to d

s thus no torque transferred from the 
 to the rotor to rotate the blades. As a 

 there will neither be a reaction 
lage. 

conventional helicopter. Additionally a
of yaw control need to b

sm (figure 2) the rotor shaft is drive
ngine, which might make it difficult t

 

that there is no torque transmitted to the 
d no reaction torque acting on the 
. However if the rotor is still entirely 
y the flapping of the blades, this means 
re is no reaction torque. What actually 
 is that the rotational energy of the 
that is transmitted to the rotor shaft is 

ed into translation energy by the 

cross-coupling between yaw control and cy
control or yaw control and collective cont
And finally a flapping mechanism that can
used in practice must be designed that w
enable the forced flapping of the blades. Each
these four practical aspects will be addressed
the following paragraphs and their feasibil
will be as

nd this translation energy is 
ted to the rotor. 

that the vibrations due to the flapping of 
blades must be controllable, this aspec

3  
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addressed extensively in the accompanying 
paper [2

4.1 Pow

Fig. 3: 
e

To calc
the Or
calculati
necessar
to do so the p
element
over the
power during one revolution, the power is 
integrated over one revolution and divided by 
the fac l 
angles: 

]. 

er required 

∫∫= ii dLvdP
002

ψ
π

 (5

R21 π

dL C =0 

R21 π
) 

rdDdP pp Ω= ∫∫ 002
ψ

π
 

(aM

 
Aerodynamic forces and velocities on a blade 
lement at distance r from the rotor hub 

ulate the power that is needed to drive 
nicopter rotor, we will start with 
ng the average shaft power (Psh) that is 
y to drive a conventional rotor. In order 

Equation (4) is a power equation that 
be used for conventional helicopters, but n
that β&  will be zero for a conventio
helicopter during hover. To be able to add 
mechanical flappi ation 
consider the equat otion for a centra
hinged rotor blade in O

rvi β&+  
. 

, ower needed to drive the blade 
 in figure 3 is calculated, and integrated 
 entire rotor blade. To find the average 

i.e. with a mechanical flapping moment (M
applied to the blade. The equation of motion 
be expressed as (see figure 4): 

(6) 

(7) 

can 
ote 
nal 
the 
(4), 
lly 

rnicopter configuration, 
fl) 

can 

tor 2π. This yields, assuming smal

=shP ( )∫∫ Ω+
R

p rdDdLd
0

2

02
1 ϕψ
π

π  (1) 

 inflow angle ϕ given by: 

Ω dm Ω2r cosβ 

β 

dL 
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r
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Ω
+

=
β

ϕ
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 (2) 

tion of equation (2) into equation (1) 
Fig. 4: Moments and forces on an Ornicopter blade w

mechanical flapping moment applied to

fl

rotor shaft 
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rvdLd
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i
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If the forced flapping frequency is chosen eq
to the 1-P frequency of the blade, then 
flapping angle will in response also have a 
frequency and will be given by: 

ψψββ sincos0 SC ++=  (9

∫++=
π

ψβ
π

2

02
1 dMPP api

&  (4) 

 Pi is the power required to overcome 
uced drag, Pp the power required to 

β0 is the cone angle. Equation (8) now yields

0
2βΩ+−= IMM fla

 (10

When combining equations (10) and (4): 

( )Ω−−+=
π

ψββ
2

21 &  

in which
the ind
overcome the profile drag, and Ma the 
aerodynamic flapping moment: 

) ∫= dLrψ  
R

0
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I
M

I
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 (12)flpish

π2

blades of the Ornicopter will entirely be
propelled by flapping of the blades, and th

PPPP −+=

1P ( )∫ Ω−= ψββ
π 0

0
2

2
dIM flfl
&  (13)

h Pfl denotes the flapping power: the 
power per revolution exerted by the flap 
mechanism on the blade. Equation (12) 

will thus be no reaction torque acting on 
fuselage. This situation is schematica
depicted in figure 5a for the example flapp
mechanism of figure 2. To realize 
reactionless situation a cert δ

In whic
average 
forcing 
shows that if the flapping power (Pfl) is chosen 
sufficien  shaft power can be 
reduced
driven b
be no 
(engine 
the fla
Ornicop
into: 

tly large, the
 to zero. This means that if the rotor is 
y the flap forcing mechanism, there will 
need for any additional shaft power 
power however will still be needed for 
pping of the blades). So, for the 
ter situation, equation (11) transforms 

( )∫ Ω−−+
π

ψββ
π

2

0
0

2

2
1 dIMP flp

&  (14)

flpi PPP −+=0  

If now for this same situation a smalle
inclination of the swash plate is chosen (fig
5b), this implies that the flapping of the bla
will not be sufficient to keep the rotor at 
required rotational speed, and therefore so
additional shaft torque will be needed. The sa
engine power is now used both for flapping
the blades and for applying some additio
shaft torque. Since in this case shaft torque
directly transmitted from the fuselage to 
rotor there will also be a reaction torque ac
on the fuselage. This reaction torque will ca

=0 Pi

(15)

I
power h ft power, and that 
the flap
the power th
conventional helicopters. As a matter of fact the 
total po
Ornicop
consum
present.

4.2 Yaw
Yaw co
tail rot
countera
Ornicopter obv
differen
develop
be achie
amount 
direction
yaw in 
reaction
explaine

 If no yaw movement is desired, the 
 

ere 
the 
lly 
ing 
this 

ain inclination ( ) of 
the swash plate will be necessary; and all the 
engine power will be converted into the flapping 
of the blades. 

r 
ure 
des 
its 

me 
me 
 of 
nal 
 is 
the 

ting 
use 

a yaw movement.  

 
 
he 

reaction torque will thus be directed in the opposite 
direction). 

the 
the 
s a 
 of 
tor 
tor 

ave 
r of 

fact tend to rotate faster than the shaft (which is 
driven at a fixed angular velocity by the engine), 

otor 
down. The reaction torque that is caused by this 

t can thus be seen that the flapping 
as to replace the sha
ping power will thus not be larger than 

at is transferred to the rotor in 

wer that is needed will be less for an
ter since the tail rotor, which normally 
es 5-10% of the total power, is no longer 
  Fig. 5: Schem ntrol by

introducing a reaction torque (the depicted torque is t
torque transmitted by the fuselage on the rotor, the 

(b) (c) (a) 

δ δ δ

Tsh 
Tsh Ω 

 

atic representation of yaw co

 control 
ntrol is conventionally realized by the 
or, by over-counteracting or under-
cting the reaction torque. Since the 

To create a yaw movement in 
opposite direction a larger inclination of 

iously does not have a tail rotor a 
t means for yaw control needs to be 
ed. Yaw control for an Ornicopter can 
ved by deliberately introducing a small 
of reaction torque, depending on the 
 of this reaction torque the fuselage will 

swash plate needs to be applied (figure 5c). A
result of the larger inclination the flapping
the blades will increase and as a result the ro
will tend to speed up. In order to keep the ro
at its desired rotational speed the rotor will h
to be slowed down. The rotor will as a matte

one direction or the other. How this 
 torque can be introduced will be 
d below. and as a result the shaft will slow the r
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slowing down is acting in the opposite direction 
as in t
therefor
direction

4.3  Cyc
As note
mechani
will pro
might w
control, 
are fully decoup

C
indeed f
is a cro
and cyclic control are achieved by using a 
swash plate. The key difference between these 
two swash plates however lies in the manner in 
which th
planes o

Fig. 6: Di
on th tor blades. 

As can 
tilting o
Ornicop
the blad
upwards
time. Bo
are anti-
shaft, s
flapping
force in th

Tilting of the conventional swash plate
for cyclic con
moving 
downwa
blades w

but this tip path plane has rotated slightly, see 

late 
 planes of 

the blades. If these two effects are now 
 6c. 
and 
can 
be 

ced 
l is 
and 
rol. 
tual 

As in conventional helicopters, a 
coupling does exist between collective control 
and yaw movement. If collective control is 

will 
lso 
 a 
 of 
be 
in 

conventional helicopters, but instead of 
tor 
the 
ed 
tor 

ide 
 in 
dy 
 at 

(the 
e), see also figure 7. The 

mechanism ex d four linear 
 the 

to the 
blades. The midpoint of the cross is attached to 

the 
the 

und 

 

he situation of figure 5b, and will 
e cause a yaw movement in the opposite 

 

figure 6b. 
It can thus be seen that each swash p

has a different effect on the tip path.

lic and collective control 
d before the conventional swash plate 
sm is also present in the Ornicopter and 
vide cyclic and collective control. One 
onder whether cyclic control and yaw 
and collective control and yaw control 

combined the result is as depicted in figure
Increasing the forced flapping angle, 
applying cyclic control are two effects that 
be superimposed. Cyclic control can 
achieved on top of the forced flapping motion 
and independent of the magnitude of this for

led? 
yclic control and yaw control are 

ully decoupled. It might seem as if there 
ss coupling because both yaw control 

flapping motion. The required cyclic contro
thus not influenced by the flap forcing 
subsequently not influenced by the yaw cont
In other words, there is a complete mu
decoupling of the cyclic and yaw control. 

ese swash plates influence the tip path 
f the blades. 

exerted the pitch angles of all the blades 
increase, thereby providing more lift but a
more drag. This increase in drag causes
reaction torque which will cause the fuselage
the Ornicopter to yaw. This problem can 
solved in exactly the same way as 

t.p.p. blade #1 

t.p.p. blade #2 

ing Flap forc

t.p.p. blade #1 & #2 

Cyclic control 
t.p.p. blade #1

t.p.p. blade #2

Combined effect 

 
fferent effects of cyclic control and flap forcing 
e tip path planes (t.p.p.) of the ro

requiring a change in pitch angle of the tail ro
blades when the collective is used, in 
Ornicopter configuration a change in the forc
flapping angle is required. As a result the ro
will remain reactionless. 

(b) (c) (a) 

be seen from figure 2 and 4 
f the additional swash plate in the 

ter that regulates the forced flapping of 
es will result in both blades moving 
 or downwards at the same moment in 
th blades move in tip path planes that 
symmetrically tilted with respect to the 

4.4 Eccentric flapping mechanism 

The eccentric mechanism is a means to prov
a flapping moment to the Ornicopter blades
an uncomplicated way. As the name alrea
leads one to suspect, the mechanism is placed
a certain distance from the rotor axis 
eccentricity 

ee figure 6a. Regulating the forced 
 angle will thus not cause a resulting 

e horizontal plane. 
 

springs, which are at one side connected to
cross and at the other side connected 

ists of a cross an

trol will result in one blade 
upwards and one blade moving 

rds at the same moment in time. The 
ill thus remain in one tip path plane, 

the fixed shaft, and will therefore remain at 
same position, and will not rotate around 
rotor axis. The cross however can rotate aro
its own center. 
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# 2 

# 3 # 1 

reality this is not the case. The rotor consists of 
two teeters which means that blades #0 and
are connected (and attached to the rotating sh
and that blades #1 and #3 are connected (
attached to the rotating shaft). 

# 0 

# 3 

# 0 

Fixed shaft 

Rotating shaft 

point at the blade will remain constant. In 
case the blades are not forced to flap and w
remain in their neutral position. 

If the eccentricity is chosen 

# 2 

# 1 

the length of the linear spring will stay cons
during a revolution since the distance betw
the attaching point at the cross 

e 

# 1 
during a revolution. If the blade is on the

# 2 # 0 

compressed, if the blade is o ht h
side of  axis the spring will be stretched. T
stretching and compressing of the springs 
cause forces in the springs, and thus forces 
the Ornicopter blades. This will cause the bla

# 3 

# 1 

e 

Eccentric mechanism 

# 2 

0

# 3

#

 
rinciple of the eccentric mechanism, top-view 

 
Fig. 8: The eccentric mechanism is attached to the fix
axis, and will therefore not rotate around the axis. T

Sliding mechanism  
to adjust eccentricity 
‘e’ 

Fig. 7: P

 Contrary
figure 2
same 
mechani
two opp
direction
of the
accompa

T  rotating 
shaft (a hollow shaft since there is a fixed shaft 
inside). are 
drawn as if they were attached separately to the 

rotating axis. Bear in mind however, that in 

 #2 
aft) 
and 

 If the eccentricity is chosen to be equal 
to zero, the midpoint of the cross will coincide 
with the midpoint of the fixed axis. As a result 

tant 
een 

and the attaching 
this 

ill 

to be as in 
re 7 f t  will vary 

 left 
 the spring will be 

and 
he 

will 
on 

des 
to flap. 

ed 
he 

eccentricity can be adjusted by moving the eccentric 

 be 
see 
 in 
the 
  

two 
teeters are mounted on top of each other, and the 
eccentric mechanism is added in between. Two 
of the four springs are therefore directed 
downwards from the eccentric mechanism, and 

figu , the length o he linear spring

hand side of the shaft 
n the rig

 the

 to the flapping mechanism in 
, which flaps two opposite blades in the 
direction, this eccentric flapping 
sm consists of two teeters, meaning that 
osite blades will flap in the opposite 
. (See for a more elaborate explanation 

 double teeter configuration the 
nying paper [2]). 
he blades are attached to the

mechanism along a slide. 

The magnitude of the flapping can
controlled by adjusting the eccentricity, 
figure 8. Increasing the eccentricity results
larger forced flapping angles, decreasing 
eccentricity results in smaller flapping angles.

As can be seen in figure 9, the 

For clarity, in figure 7, all blades 
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two springs are directed upwards. This means 
that if th
of the bl
cause th
If the sp
the blad
cause th

Fig. 9: P

W igure 7, this means 
that if a blade 
right ha
stretched
blade of
side of 
blade will flap u

4.5 Con
It has be
power r
to the p
helicopter; that ya
deliberately in
reaction
control 
solution
been de
Ornicop

5  Wind

To ver
windtun
windtun
radio controlled helicopte

starting point is the Vario Silence (Max RPM: 
es: 
-7, 
ed 

this 
 by 
he 

ists 
al to 

.648m and a chord length of 53 mm. The 
indtunnel consists of a flow channel of 

(diameter 2.24 m) with a 
low 
The 
the 

imately 1%. Since 
ion 
the 
pm 
om 
ted 

vibrations (see also the accompanying paper 
e a 

e 

e spring that is directed upward to one 
ades of the top teeter is stretched, it will 
at blade of the teeter to flap downwards. 
ring that is directed downward to one of 
es of the lower teeter is stretched it will 
at blade of the teeter to flap upwards.  

1032, Rotor diameter: 1.4 m, Number of blad
2 (teeter), Engine: Graupner ULTRA 2000
Engine power (max): 840 Watt). The forc
flapping mechanism has been added to 
helicopter, and the blades have been replaced
the blades of a four bladed Vario rotor. T
resulting modified Ornicopter rotor thus cons
of four blades with a rotor diameter equ

 
rinciple of the eccentric mechanism, side-views 

90o apart. 

hen returning to f

the windtunnel model does not contain vibrat
absorbers or dampers the rotational speed of 
rotor was kept low during the tests (150 r
with blade tip Mach numbers varying fr
0.0397 to 0.1324), to minimize the expec

 of the top teeter arrives at the 
nd side of the axis, and the spring is 
, that blade will flap downwards; if a 

 the lower teeter arrives at the right hand 
the axis and the spring is stretched, that 

[2]). It is noted that the low rpm did not hav
large effect on the signal to noise ratio or th
reliability of the force measurements. 

pwards. 

clusions regarding feasibility 
en demonstrated (theoretically) that the 

equired to drive the Ornicopter is equal 
ower required to drive a conventional 

w control can be achieved by 
troducing a small amount of 

 torque, and yaw control and cyclic 
are fully decoupled. Additionally a 

 for a f

Fig. 8: Ornicopter windtunnel model 

orced flapping mechanism has 
veloped and described. In theory the 
ter thus is a feasible concept. 

tunnel tests 

ify the theory that is stated above 

collective pitch input and the torque on 
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